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Commerce (Levy on Suppliers of
Regulated Goods and Services)

Regulations 2009

Anand Satyanand, GovernorGeneral

Order in Council

At Wellington this 18th day of May 2009

Present:
His Excellency the GovernorGeneral in Council

Pursuant to section 53ZE of the Commerce Act 1986, His Excellency
the GovernorGeneral, acting on the advice and with the consent of
the Executive Council and on the recommendation of the Minister
of Commerce made after consultation in accordance with section
53ZE(4) of that Act, makes the following regulations.
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Regulations
1 Title

These regulations are the Commerce (Levy on Suppliers of
Regulated Goods and Services) Regulations 2009.

2 Commencement
These regulations come into force on the 28th day after the
date of their notification in the Gazette.
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3 Application
(1) These regulations apply to the financial year ending with

30 June 2009 and subsequent financial years.
(2) However, for the first financial year,—

(a) these regulations do not apply to Powerco Limited,
Vector Limited (but do apply to Vector Gas Limited
and other interconnected bodies corporate of Vector
Limited), or suppliers in respect of electricity line
services; and

(b) the levies are determined by regulations 14 to 18 (and
not by regulations 6 to 13).

4 Interpretation
In these regulations, unless the context otherwise requires,—
Act means the Commerce Act 1986
actual Commission costs, for a financial year, means the
amount—
(a) identified in the Commission’s audited financial state

ments for that year as the costs to the Commission of
the Part 4 functions; but

(b) that does not exceed the total amount appropriated for
that year within Vote Commerce for the nondepartmen
tal output expense or expenses that relate to the Part
4 functions

costs of regulation, for a sublevy for an activity, means the
amount of the estimated Commission costs allocated to that
activity in the calculation (or recalculation) of that sublevy
under regulation 7(1)(a)
estimated Commission costs, for a financial year, means the
total amounts appropriated, or proposed to be appropriated in
the Estimates, at the time of the calculation (or recalculation)
under regulation 7, for the financial year within Vote Com
merce for the nondepartmental output expense or expenses
that relate to the Part 4 functions
Estimates has the meaning set out in section 2(1) of the Public
Finance Act 1989; and includes the Supplementary Estimates
(within the meaning of that section)
financial year means a year ending with 30 June
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first financial year means the year ending with 30 June 2009
Part 4 functions means the performance of the Commis
sion’s functions and duties, and exercise of the Commission’s
powers, under Part 4 of the Act
quarter means a period of 3 consecutive months that ends
with the last day of September, December, March, or June
regulatory asset base valuemeans, for a supplier of regulated
goods or services,—
(a) the value disclosed, in connection with those goods or

services, as the total value of its regulated fixed assets
under the information disclosure requirements; or

(b) until there is a section 52P determination that sets out
information disclosure requirements for the supplier,—
(i) (for electricity lines services) the value dis

closed, in connection with those services, as its
total regulatory value of the system fixed assets
under the information disclosure requirements
published by the Commission under subpart 3 of
Part 4A of the Act before 1 April 2009:

(ii) (for gas pipeline services or specified airport ser
vices) the value disclosed, in connection with
those services, as the total value of its fixed as
sets or its noncurrent assets “property, plant, and
equipment” in the balance sheet of the financial
statements disclosed under the Gas (Information
Disclosure) Regulations 1997 or Airport Author
ities (Airport Companies Information Disclos
ure) Regulations 1999:

(iii) if no value of fixed assets must be disclosed under
any of the requirements referred to in subpara
graphs (i) and (ii), the value of its fixed assets
used to calculate the financial performancemeas
ures that have been disclosed, in connection with
those goods or services, under any of those re
quirements

remaining quarters has the meaning set out in regulation
11(1).
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5 Additional provisions on regulatory asset base value
(1) The Minister may, if he or she thinks fit, include in the regu

latory asset base value of a supplier, the regulatory asset base
value of a subsidiary of the supplier if those assets are used
to supply the regulated goods or services and the subsidiary is
not liable to pay a levy in respect of those assets under these
regulations.

(2) In a calculation, recalculation, or reconciliation of a levy, the
Minister must use the regulatory asset base value of the sup
plier that has been most recently disclosed or made available
to the Minister.

(3) However, if a supplier (supplier A) has disposed of assets to
another person (person B) during a financial year and supplier
A’s regulatory asset base value has consequently changed, but
person B is not liable to pay a levy for that financial year, the
Minister may use the regulatory asset base value of supplier
A before the disposal (rather than the most recent regulatory
asset base value) in a recalculation or reconciliation of the levy
for supplier A for that financial year.

General levy provisions (second and subsequent
financial years)

6 Levy on suppliers of regulated goods or services
(1) Every person that is a supplier of regulated goods or services

on the first day of a financial year must pay a levy (made up of
the sublevies determined by subclause (2)) for the financial
year to the Minister.

(2) The sublevies for the activities set out in the first column of
the following table must be paid by the persons who, on the
first day of a financial year, are suppliers of the goods or ser
vices set out opposite in the second column:

Activities for which
sublevy paid

Suppliers who must pay
sublevy

Pricequality regulation of
electricity lines services

Suppliers of electricity lines
services (other than those that
are consumerowned)
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Other regulation of electri
city lines services

Suppliers of electricity lines
services

Regulation of gas pipeline
services

Suppliers of gas pipeline ser
vices

Regulation of specified air
port services

Suppliers of specified airport
services

Functions relating to input
methodologies

All suppliers of regulated
goods or services

(3) However, in respect of the sublevy for pricequality regula
tion of electricity lines services,—
(a) a supplier must pay that sublevy, despite being con

sumerowned, if there is an Order in Council in force
under section 54H of the Act in respect of the supplier:

(b) a supplier may become liable to pay, or exempt from
paying, that sublevy partway through a financial year
under regulation 11.

7 Calculation of levy
(1) The Minister must calculate the sublevies and levies payable

for a financial year as follows:
(a) step 1: determine the costs of regulation for each sub

levy by allocating the estimated Commission costs for
that financial year (including indirect costs) between
some or all of the activities listed in regulation 6(2) (see
subclauses (2) and (3)):

(b) step 2: determine the total of the regulatory asset base
values for each sublevy by adding up the regulatory
asset base values of the suppliers who must pay that
sublevy for that financial year under regulation 6:

(c) step 3: calculate each sublevy for each supplier by us
ing the following formula:

supplier’s regulatory
asset base valuecosts of

regulation for
sublevy

× total of regulatory
asset base values
for sublevy

= sublevy for the
activity
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(d) step 4: obtain the total levy amount for each supplier
by adding together the sublevies that the supplier must
pay under regulation 6.

(2) If a separate appropriation is made or proposed in the Esti
mates for an activity, the costs of regulation for that activity’s
sublevy must not exceed the separate appropriation or pro
posed appropriation for that activity (or the sum of them if
there is more than 1).

(3) If a separate appropriation is made or proposed in the Esti
mates for 2 or more activities, the sum of the costs of regula
tion for those activities’ sublevies must not exceed the sep
arate appropriation or proposed appropriation (or the sum of
them if there is more than 1).

8 How and when levy must be paid
(1) Each supplier of regulated goods or services is liable, as at the

commencement of the financial year, to pay in advance the full
annual amount of its levy for that year.

(2) However, the Minister must collect the levy in quarterly in
stalments.

(3) The due date for payment of each instalment is—
(a) the 15th day after the supplier receives an invoice for

that quarterly instalment; or
(b) if the supplier receives that invoice more than 15 days

before the commencement of a quarter, the first day of
the quarter.

(4) In addition, any shortfall included in the levy under regulation
13 may be collected by a further invoice; the due date for pay
ment of that amount is the 15th day after the supplier receives
that invoice.

9 Minister must notify levy amount and other key amounts
each quarter
The Minister must notify each supplier of regulated goods or
services, on or before invoicing that supplier for each quarterly
instalment, of the amounts of—
(a) the supplier’s sublevies and levy for that financial year;

and
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(b) the costs of regulation used in the calculation of each of
those sublevies; and

(c) the regulatory asset base values used in the calculation
of each of those sublevies.

10 Levy or sublevy may be recalculated following more
recent regulatory asset base value

(1) The purpose of this provision is to enable the recalculation of
the levy for a whole financial year (taking the place of the
initial calculation under regulation 7) if there are any more
recent regulatory asset base values disclosed.

(2) The levy or 1 or more sublevies for a financial year may, at
the Minister’s discretion, be recalculated under regulation 7 if
a more recent regulatory asset base value is disclosed, or made
available to the Minister, for 1 or more suppliers.

(3) The Minister must adjust the next quarterly instalment, and
the notifications under regulation 9, to provide for the recalcu
lated amount, and for any overrecovery or shortfall in previ
ous quarterly instalments.

11 Sublevy for pricequality regulation must be recalculated
if change in suppliers liable to pay

(1) The purpose of this provision is to enable, if there is a change
during a financial year in the suppliers who are liable to pay
the sublevy for pricequality regulation, the recalculation of
that sublevy for the next quarter or quarters of the financial
year (the remaining quarters).

(2) If the GovernorGeneral, by Order in Council, declares that
section 54H of the Act applies in respect of a supplier of elec
tricity lines services,—
(a) on the commencement of the next quarter of the finan

cial year, that supplier becomes liable to pay a sublevy
for pricequality regulation of electricity lines services
for that quarter and any other remaining quarters of the
financial year; and

(b) the Minister must recalculate that sublevy in respect of
those quarters (and regulation 12 applies).

8
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(3) If the Minister considers that a supplier of electricity lines ser
vices has become consumerowned,—
(a) on the commencement of the next quarter of the finan

cial year, that supplier becomes exempt from paying the
sublevy for pricequality regulation of electricity lines
services for that quarter and any other remaining quar
ters of the financial year; and

(b) the Minister must recalculate that sublevy in respect of
those quarters (and regulation 12 applies).

12 Provisions applying to recalculation of sublevy for
pricequality regulation

(1) A recalculation of the sublevy for pricequality regulation
partway through a financial year must be done so that sup
pliers are levied for only those quarters of the year for which
they are liable to pay the sublevy under regulation 6 as af
fected by regulation 11, and accordingly—
(a) the costs of regulation for the sublevymust be allocated

equally between the quarters and the recalculation for
the remaining quarters then done under regulation 7 us
ing the proportion of the costs of regulation allocated to
those quarters; and

(b) the relevant supplier’s regulatory asset base value must
be included or excluded (as appropriate under regula
tion 11) from the total of regulatory asset base values
for the sublevy in that recalculation.

(2) A recalculation of the sublevy for the remaining quarters
does not affect suppliers’ liability for the sublevy for previous
quarters of that year.

(3) The Minister must adjust the quarterly instalments for the re
maining quarters, and the notifications under regulation 9, to
provide for the recalculated amount.

(4) If a supplier becomes liable partway through a year to pay a
sublevy under regulation 11(2)(a) for the remaining quarters,
the Minister must collect that levy in the same number of in
stalments as the remaining quarters of that year (and regulation
8(3) and (4) apply accordingly).
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13 Levy must be reconciled on basis of actual Commission
costs after end of financial year

(1) The Minister must, within 1 month after the Commission’s
audited financial statements for a financial year are presented
to the House of Representatives,—
(a) reconcile the levy for the financial year against the levy

that would have been payable if the calculation (or re
calculation) had used—
(i) the actual Commission costs rather than the esti

mated Commission costs; and
(ii) the allocations of those costs to the activities for

the sublevies as set out in the Commission’s au
dited financial statements for the year as the costs
of regulation for each sublevy; and

(b) notify each supplier of regulated goods or services of
the final amounts of—
(i) the supplier’s sublevies and total levy on that

basis; and
(ii) the costs of regulation for the sublevy used in the

reconciliation for each of those sublevies; and
(iii) the regulatory asset base values used in the rec

onciliation; and
(c) if there has been an overrecovery of those actual Com

mission costs from the supplier, refund to the supplier
the amount overrecovered from it; and

(d) if there has been a shortfall in recovering those actual
Commission costs from the supplier, invoice the sup
plier for the amount underrecovered from it, as part of
the levy for that year.

(2) If there has been a recalculation of a sublevy for part of a
financial year under regulation 11, the reconciliation of the
sublevy must be done for each part of the year for which
different suppliers were liable for the sublevy (applying the
principles set out in regulation 12(1) to each part with any ne
cessary modifications).
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Transitional provisions for first financial year
14 Levy on suppliers of gas pipeline services (other than

Powerco Limited and Vector Limited) for first financial
year

(1) Every person that was a supplier of gas pipeline services on
14 October 2008 (other than Powerco Limited and Vector
Limited) must pay to the Minister a levy for the first financial
year that is calculated under this regulation and reconciled
under regulation 17.

(2) The Minister must calculate that levy as soon as practicable
after these regulations come into force.

(3) That calculation must be done as follows:
supplier’s regulatory
asset base value

cost of gas
regulation × total of regulatory

asset base values for
gas sector

=
levy on suppliers
of gas pipeline

services

where—
(a) the cost of gas regulation is $184,851:
(b) the total of regulatory asset base values for gas sector

is the total of the regulatory asset base values, at the time
of calculation, of all suppliers of gas pipeline services,
excluding Powerco Limited and Vector Limited.

(4) The exclusion of Vector Limited under this regulation does
not apply to Vector Gas Limited or any other interconnected
bodies corporate of Vector Limited.

(5) For the purposes of calculating and reconciling the levy on
suppliers of gas pipeline services for the first financial year,—
(a) the regulatory asset base value of Vector Limited must

be treated as being the same as the regulatory asset base
value of Powerco Limited’s gas pipeline services; and

(b) the regulatory asset base value of Vector Gas Limited
must be treated as being the total of the regulatory as
set base values of the gas pipeline services of Vector
Limited and all its interconnected bodies corporate, less
the amount under paragraph (a).
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15 Levy on suppliers of specified airport services for first
financial year

(1) Every person that was a supplier of specified airport services
on 14 October 2008 must pay a levy for the first financial year
to the Minister that is calculated under this regulation and rec
onciled under regulation 17.

(2) The Minister must calculate that levy as soon as practicable
after these regulations come into force.

(3) That calculation must be done as follows:
supplier’s regulatory
asset base value

cost of airport
regulation × total of regulatory

asset base values for
airport sector

=
levy on suppliers
of specified airport

services

where—
(a) the cost of airport regulation is $886,123:
(b) the total of regulatory asset base values for airport

sector is the total of the regulatory asset base values,
at the time of calculation, of all suppliers of specified
airport services.

16 How and when levy must be paid and key amounts
notified for first financial year
Regulations 8 and 9 do not apply to the levies payable for the
first financial year, and instead—
(a) each supplier is liable to pay the full annual amount of

its levy for that year, and theMinister must collect those
levies in 1 instalment; and

(b) the Minister must notify each supplier that must pay
the levy, at the time of, or before, invoicing for that 1
instalment, of the amounts of—
(i) the supplier’s levy for that financial year; and
(ii) the cost of regulation used in the calculation of

that levy; and
(iii) the regulatory asset base values used in the cal

culation of that levy; and
(c) the due date for payment is the 60th day after the sup

plier receives that invoice.
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17 Reconciliation of levies payable for first financial year
(1) TheMinister must, within 1 month after the Commission’s au

dited financial statements for the first financial year are pre
sented to the House of Representatives,—
(a) reconcile the levy on suppliers of gas pipeline services

for the first financial year against the levy that would
have been payable if the calculation had—
(i) used the actual costs, in relation to gas pipeline

services, after deducting the authorisation costs
and the pre14 October 2008 costs for gas
pipeline services, rather than the cost of gas
regulation stated in regulation 14; and

(ii) included the regulatory asset base values of the
gas pipeline services of Powerco Limited and
Vector Limited (as set out in regulation 14(5)) in
the total of regulatory asset base values for gas
sector (merely for the purposes of calculating the
levies of other gas suppliers accurately, and not
to determine a levy under these regulations for
Powerco Limited or Vector Limited); and

(b) reconcile the levy on suppliers of specified airport ser
vices for the first financial year against the levy that
would have been payable if the calculations had used
the actual costs, in relation to specified airport services,
after deducting the pre14 October 2008 costs for speci
fied airport services, rather than the cost of airport regu
lation stated in regulation 15; and

(c) give each supplier the final notification, and collect any
shortfall or refund any overrecovery, as set out in regu
lation 18.

(2) In this regulation and regulation 18,—
actual costs, in relation to gas pipeline services or specified
airport services, means—
(a) the amount identified in the Commission’s audited fi

nancial statements for that year as the costs to the Com
mission of the Part 4 functions (including input meth
odologies) in relation to the relevant services; but

(b) must not exceed the amount or amounts appropriated
for the first financial year within Vote Commerce for
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the nondepartmental output expense or expenses that
relates to the Part 4 functions in relation to the relevant
services

authorisation costsmeans the amounts identified in the Com
mission’s audited financial statements for the first financial
year as the costs to the Commission of administering Part 4 and
sections 70 to 74 of the Act (as the Part and sections were be
fore amendment by the Commerce Amendment Act 2008) in
respect of the services controlled by virtue of the Commerce
(Control of Natural Gas Services) Order 2005
pre14 October 2008 costs means, in relation to the levy on
suppliers of gas pipeline services and the levy on specified
airport services, the amount determined by the Minister in
each case to represent the costs to the Commission of the Part
4 functions for the relevant services that were incurred before
14 October 2008.

18 Notification, collection, and refund of final reconciled
amounts

(1) The Minister must—
(a) notify each supplier that must pay the levy of—

(i) the final amount of the supplier’s levy as recon
ciled under regulation 17; and

(ii) the actual costs, and the pre14 October 2008
costs, used in the supplier’s reconciliation; and

(iii) the regulatory asset base values used in the sup
plier’s reconciliation; and

(b) if there has been an overrecovery of the actual costs
from the supplier, refund to the supplier the amount
overrecovered from it; and

(c) if there has been a shortfall in recovering the actual costs
from the supplier, invoice the supplier for the amount
underrecovered from it, as part of the levy for the first
financial year.
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(2) The due date for payment of an amount invoiced under sub
clause (1)(c) is the 15th day after the supplier receives that
invoice.

Michael Webster,
for Clerk of the Executive Council.

Explanatory note
This note is not part of the regulations, but is intended to indicate
their general effect.
These regulations, which come into force on the 28th day after their
notification in the Gazette, impose levies on suppliers of electricity
lines services, suppliers of gas pipeline services, and suppliers of
specified airport services for the costs of the Commerce Commission
under Part 4 of the Commerce Act 1986 (the Act).
The regulations are divided into 2 groups of provisions. The general
provisions on levies in regulations 6 to 13 will apply to all suppliers
for the financial year ending with 30 June 2010 and subsequent finan
cial years. However, for the first financial year, these levy regulations
do not apply to all suppliers and some are instead levied under other
regulations. Accordingly, the Commission’s costs under Part 4 of the
Act for the first financial year must be levied on a basis that takes into
account amounts levied under those other regulations. So the levies
for the first financial year are determined by the transitional provi
sions at the end of the regulations (see further explanation below)
and not by the general provisions.
After the first financial year, each supplier must pay a levy for each
financial year, calculated as follows:
• the estimatedCommission costs (which is the appropriation, or

proposed appropriation, in Vote Commerce that relates to Part
4 of the Act) are allocated between the 4 different sectorspe
cific regulatory activities and the input methodology regula
tory activity:
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• each supplier must pay a sublevy for its sectorspecific regu
latory costs and a sublevy for the costs of developing and ad
ministering input methodologies (although the input method
ology sublevy may not be relevant every year). In the case
of suppliers of electricity lines services, there are 2 sectorspe
cific sublevies because suppliers that are consumerowned are
not subject to pricequality regulation, and so do not pay the
sublevy for the pricequality regulation:

• the supplier’s share of regulatory costs for each sublevy is
determined by the proportion that their regulatory asset base
value bears to the total of the regulatory asset base values for
all the suppliers that must pay that sublevy.

The levy is collected in quarterly instalments. Each instalment is due
15 days after receipt of the quarterly invoice (but not before the com
mencement of the relevant quarter). The levy and other key amounts
used in its calculation are notified to suppliers each quarter.
The levy may be recalculated to take into account more recent regu
latory asset base values. A recalculation may result in shortfalls in
the levy being collected from suppliers, or refunds being made, in
the next quarter. The sublevy for pricequality regulation must also
be recalculated for part of a financial year if there is a change in the
number of suppliers that are liable to pay that sublevy (because a
supplier becomes consumerowned, or there is a declaration under
section 54H of the Act) during the year.
At the end of the financial year, the Minister must reconcile the levy
initially calculated against the levy that would have been paid on the
basis of the actual Commission’s costs and the actual allocation of
those costs between the activities (as set out in its financial state
ments presented to the House of Representatives) rather than the es
timated costs. Any overrecovery must be refunded and any short
fall collected. If there has been a recalculation of the sublevy for
pricequality regulation, different reconciliations must be done for
each part of the year for which different suppliers were liable for that
sublevy.
For the financial year ending with 30 June 2009 there are some tran
sitional arrangements as follows:
• suppliers of electricity lines services are levied under the

Electricity Line Owners (Commerce Commission Costs)
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Levy Regulations 2001 for both the Commission’s costs in
administering the old Part 4A of the Act and for their share of
the new costs under Part 4 of the Act (see section 54X of the
Act). These new levy regulations will apply to them for the
following financial years; and

• Powerco Limited and Vector Limited are levied under the
Commerce (Levy for Control of Natural Gas Services) Regu
lations 2005 for the authorisation costs and their share of the
new costs under Part 4 of the Act (see section 55K of the
Act). These new levy regulations will apply to them for the
following financial years, and in future years the authorisation
costs will be shared with other suppliers of gas pipeline
services; and

• accordingly, there is a separate levy for the gas sector under
these regulations that excludes Powerco Limited and Vector
Limited. That levy is a share of the input methodology costs
but excludes costs incurred before 14 October 2008 and the
authorisation costs; and

• there is also a separate levy for the airport sector under these
regulations, which includes a share of the input methodology
costs but excludes costs incurred before 14 October 2008; and

• the levy for the first financial year will be collected in 1 instal
ment, which is due on the 60th day after the invoice is received.

Issued under the authority of the Acts and Regulations Publication Act 1989.
Date of notification in Gazette: 21 May 2009.
These regulations are administered by the Ministry of Economic Development.
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